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✰ Choose and write.

✰ Look and write.

✰ Read, match and color.

✰ Look and write. Use ‘in’, ‘on’, or ’under’.

✰ Look and write. Choose 8 objects only. Use ‘in’, ‘on’ or ‘under’.

✰ Write ‘a’ or ‘an’.

✰ sort, write and color.

✰ Look, trace and write.

✰ Match.

  1. Wake up  2. morning  3. teacher  4. name  5. meet  6. class  7. Goodbye  8. Today

  1. table  2. folder  3. marker  4. stapler  5. computer  6. clock  7. poster  8. pencil case  9. calculator 
  10. chair  11. teacher

  1. B   2. C   3. A

  1. The bug is in the jug.  2. The ball is on the pig.  3. The cat is under the bed. 
  4. The notebook is in box.  5. The rabbit is on the table.  6. The toy is under the sofa.

  1. The pencil is under the table.  2. The bird is on the tree.  3. The clock is on the table. 
  4. The banana is on the folder.  5. The doll is in the bag.  6. The bug is on the computer. 
  7. The marker is under the chair.  8. The cat is on the mat.  9. The stapler is on the mat. 
  10. The folder is on the table.  11. The computer is on the table. 
  12. The calculator is under the table.  13. The hat is on the chair. 
  * ในภาพสามารถตอบได้มากกว่าจำานวนข้อที่กำาหนดให้ ถ้าเขียนคำาตอบที่มีในเฉลยนี้ถือว่าถูกต้อง

  1. a   2. a   3. a   4. an   5. a   6. a   7. an   8. an   9. an   10. a   11. a   12. a

  1. She has - a notebook.  2. He has - a cow.  3. I see - a zebra.  4. She eats - an ice cream. 
  5. This is - an orange.

  a : a pencil  a tree  a rabbit  a carrot  a flower  a chair  a balloon  a table  a cat  a crayon 
  an : an umbrella  an octopus  an ice cream  an ant  an egg  an elephant  an owl  an apple 
      an orange  an eraser

  1. I see a folder.  2. I see a chair.  3. I see a poster.  4. I see a computer.  5. I see a calculator. 
  6. I see an eraser.  7. I see an orange.  8. I see an apple.  9. I see an ice cream.  10. I see an octopus.

Page 11 ✰ Write your sentences.
  1. The computer is on the table.  2. The calculator is on the table.  3. The bin is under the table.
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✰ Find, circle and write.

✰ Look and match.

✰ Write ‘drink’ or ‘drink’ and read.

✰ Read each sentences and tick ✓or ✗. If the verb is incorrect, cross out and write 
the correct verb.

✰ Connect the words to make a sentence that matches each picture.

✰ Read the story, cross out the incorrect words and rewrite.

✰ Circle the correct verbs.

✰ Choose and write the correct verbs.

✰ Read and write.

  1. mf(laugh)  2. (eat)monr  3. od(open)ot  4. n(write)vr  5. cpb(color)  6. (ride)ssem  7. abo(draw)i 
  8. e(read)eq  9. srae(listen)  10. er(look)q

  1. B   2. D   3. A   4. F   5. I   6. G   7. E   8. C   9. H

  Verb with no ‘s’ : 1. I drink water.  2. You drink milk.  3. We drink water.  4. They drink tea. 
                    5. Sam and Jane drink tea. 
  Add ‘s’ : 1. She drinks tea.  2. He drinks water.  3. Lucy drinks milk.  4. Sam drinks water. 
           5. Mom drinks milk.

  1. I eat lunch at home.  2. You sing a song.  3. He draws a picture.  4. She cooks in the kitchen. 
  5. We play football at school.

  1. dog.  2. park.  3. Joe , Mary.  4. cat.  5.  “Hello, Joe. Hello, Mary. Your cat is lovely!” 
  6. Nice to see you.

  1. ✗ He goes to bed  2. ✓ I play football.  3. ✓ She sees three pandas.  4. ✗ We like to swim. 
  5. ✗ Lucy goes to the hospital.  6. ✓ Sam eats bananas.  7. ✗ You draw pizza. 
  8. ✓ They wear blue T-shirts.  9. ✗ Ben and Sam look in the box.  10. ✗ Zebras eat grass. 
  11. ✓ Mary and her lamb go to school.  12. ✗ Jane listens to music at night

  1. Sam - draws - a duck.  2. She - comes - to school.  3. He - makes - a cupcake. 
  4. They - play - a football.  5. You - dance - every day.  6. Ann - goes - to the market. 
  7. We - like - pandas.  8. Dad - plays - tennis.

  1. Her name is Mary.  2. Mary has a lamb.  3. The lamb goes to the school with Mary. 
  4. Miss May is a teacher.  5. The students play with the lamb.  6. The lamb eats in class. 
  7. Miss Mat says, “Please don’t eat in class.”

  1. m(looks)n  2. k(listens)d  3. b(go)es  4. (beat)st
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✰ Read the story below and complete the family tree.

✰ Look and write. What can they do?

✰ Look and write the answers.

✰ Write the question and complete the answers.

✰ Complete the crossword.

✰ Match and write.

✰ Complete the conversation.

✰ Rewrite the sentences 1-5 above.

  1. John  2. Sally  3. Tony  4. Jane  5. Bill  6. Linda  7. Lee

  Sam has a dog. He goes to the park. Sam sees Joe and Mary. Mary has a cat. Sam says, 
“Hello, Joe. Hello, Mary. Your cat is lovely!” Mary says, “Hi, Sam. Nice to see you.”

  1. bird  2. carrot soup  3. please  4. wow  5. come in  6. nice to meet you

  1. afternoon , Hi  2. come in , Thank  3. mother , cook  4. father , read  6. Nice , meet 
  7. brother , birds  8. meet  9. Nice , too

  1. Her grandmother can bake.  2. Her grandfather can cook.  3. Her aunt can swim. 
  4. Her uncle can play football.  5. Her sister can dance.

  1. Her name is Lucy.  2. Her name is Mary  3. Her name is Anna.  4. His name is Tommy. 
  5. His name is Sam.  6. Her name is Linda.

  1. How tall is Bill?  Bill is 170 centimeters tall. 
  2. How tall is Lisa?  Lisa is 120 centimeters tall. 
  3. How tall is Linda?  Linda is 160 centimeters tall. 
  4. How tall is Dan?  Dan is 170 centimeters tall. 
  5. How tall is Alice?  Alice is 150 centimeters tall. 
  6. How tall is John?  John is 160 centimeters tall.

  1. grandmother  2. aunt  3. uncle  4. sister  5. Alice  6. grandfather

Page 25 ✰ Look, write and color.
  1. His name is Bill. He has blue eyes.  2. Her name is Lisa. She has brown eyes. 
  3. His name is John. He has gray hair.  4. Her name is Alice She has long hair. 
  5. His name is Dan. He has black hair.  6. Her name is Linda. She has short hair.

Page 26 ✰ Circle ‘He’ or ‘She’ and color.
  1. He  2. She  3. He  4. She  5. He  6. She  7. She  8. She
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✰ Look and answer the questions.

✰ Read and write about each person.

✰ Read the story, choose and write.

✰ Choose and write.

✰ Look and write.

✰ Match

✰ Match and write.

✰ Help Mr Dan take note of the food he has to make.

✰ Trace and match.

  1. His name is Tom. He is 168 centimeters tall. He has gray hair and brown eyes. 
  2. Her name is Alice. She is 12 years old. She is 120 centimeters tall. She has a brown hair. 
  3. Her name is Jane. She is 30 years old. She has blue eyes. She likes to bake. 
  4. His name is Joe. He is 9 years old. He has black eyes. He likes reading.

  1. bread and soup  2. sausages  3. Pancakes with honey  4. Eggs and ham

  1. breakfast  2. hungry  3. today  4. sausages  5. Bread and soup  6. cook

  1. bread and soup  2. pancakes with honey.  3. sausages  4. eggs and ham

  1. cucumber  2. pancake  3. sausage  4. rice  5. durian  6. lettuce  7. onion  8. fruit juice 
  9. coconut  10. honey

  1. cat  2. blue  3. good  4. looks for  5. cannot  6. come  7. kittens

  1. He is 72 years old.  2. She is 10 years old.  3. He is 45 years old.  4. She is 30 years old. 
  5. He is 12 years old.  6. She is 69 years old.

He is 12 years old.

She is 30 years old.

She is 69 years old.

She is 10 years old.

1

4

2

3

 p urian

 d oney

 h ineapple

 s oconut

 w ea

 c alad

 t ater

1

2

5

6

7

3

4
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-----------------------------------
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-----------------------------------

pineapple

durain

honey

salad

coconut

tea

water
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✰ Look and write the missing letters.

✰ Look and tick ✓ (true) or ✗ (false)

✰ Count and write.

✰ Trace and write.

✰ Choose and write.

✰ Write ‘There is’ or ‘There are’

✰ Look and write.

✰ Choose and write.

✰ Write in plural form and complete the crossword.

  1. tea  2. sausage  3. onion  4. lettuce  5. bread  6. pancake  7. water  8. cucumber  9. rice 
  10. fruit juice

  1. 3 apples  2. 3 pineapples   3. 5 oranges  4. 4 bananas  5. 2 durians  6. 10 cucumbers 
  7. 2 coconuts  8. 3 carrots

  1. slice  2. bowl  3. slice  4. glass  5. head  6. cup  7. head  8. bowl  9. glass

  1. a bowl of soup  2. a glass of milk  3. a cup of tea  4. a slice of bread  5. a head of lettuce 
  6. a bowl of rice

  1. five slices of pizza  2. two bowls of soup  3. four glasses of fruit juice  4. three slices of meat 
  5. three cups of coffee

  1. There is  2. There is  3. There is  4. There are  5. There are  6. There are  7. There is 
  8. There are  9. There is

  1. boys  2. girls  3. pictures  4. chairs  5. pencils  6. windows  7. doors

  1. a bowl of soup  2. a cup of tea  3. a glass of milk  4. a slice of bread  5. a head of lettuce

  1. ✓  2. ✗  3. ✓  4. ✗  5. ✗  6. ✓  7. ✓  8. ✗  9. ✓
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✰ Write ‘There is’ or There are’ and match.

✰ Write your own sentences. Use ‘There is’ or ‘There are’.

✰ Ticks ✓ or ✗.

  1. There is a bird – on the tree.  2. There are seven dogs – in the garden. 
  3. There is an elephant – in the zoo.  4. There are three computers – in the room. 
  5. There is a picture – on the wall.

  1. There are six students in my class.  2. There are seven days in a week. 
  3. There is a bug in the jar.  4. There is a carrot in the basket. 
  5. There are two sofas in the room.  6. There is a clock on the wall. 
  7. There are five apples on the table.

  1. ✓  2. ✓  3. ✗  4. ✓  5. ✗
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✰ Look and write the questions.

✰ Sort and write.

✰ Write the questions.

✰ Read and write ‘How many’ or ‘How much’.

✰ Rewrite in the correct order.

  1. How many coconuts are there?  2. How many sausages are there? 
  3. How many cucumbers are there?  4. How many durians are there? 
  5. How many pancakes are there?  6. How much rice is there? 
  7. How much soup is there?  8. How much tea is there? 
  9. How much milk is there?  10. How much bread is there?

  1. How many  2. How much  3. How many  4. How many  5. How much  6. How many  7. How much 
  8. How many  9. How much

  1. Today is Food Day.  2. Ann eats three pancakes.  3. Mary eats two slices of pizza. 
  4. The birds eat three bananas.  5. The bird like Day Food.  6. There is a lot of food. 
  7. Everyone is hungry.

  How many? + countable nouns 
  : 1. How many books are there?  2. How many cars are there?  3. How many dogs are there? 
   4. How many chairs are there?  5. How many computers are there? 
  How much? + uncountable nouns 
  : 1. How much milk is there?  2. How much bread is there?  3. How much water is there? 
   4. How much soup is there?  5. How much rice is there?

Countable nouns Uncountable nouns

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------


Use How many?


Use How much?

sausage

pancake fruit juice

bread

rice
tea

soup

jam
water

coconut
onion

boy

milk

monkey
lettuce
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✰ Fill the missing letters.

✰ Look and write.

✰ Look and write each word and its plural form.

✰ Look and write. Use ‘These’ of ‘Those’.

✰ Write the missing words.

✰Match
  1. The students - bring food to class.   2. Ann eats - three pancakes. 
  3. Mary eats - two slices of pizza.      4. Tommy eats - four sausages. 
  5. “I am so full,” - says Tommy.        6. The birds eat - three bananas 
  7. “It’s all right,” - says Miss May.

  1. animals  2. horse  3. parrot  4. monkey  5. crocodile  6. kangaroo  7. penguin

  1. Let’s go see the animals!  2. Those are crocodiles.  3. Look at the kangaroo. 
  4. Those parrots are pretty.  5. These are penguins.  6. Can I ride that horse? 
  7. Oh, no! Look at the monkey.

  1. These are dolphins.  2. Those are crocodiles.  3. These are elephants.  4. Those are parrots. 
  5. These are penguins.  6. Those are turtles.  7. These are horses.

  1. parrot - parrots  2. elephant - elephants  3. deer - deer  4. kangaroo - kangaroos 
  5. giraffe - giraffes  6. turtle - turtles  7. octopus - octopuses  8. penguin - penguins 
  9. crocodile - crocodiles  10. dolphin - dolphins

  1. food  2. full  3. bring  4. yummy  5. pizza  6. come by
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✰ Write the questions. Use ‘What are these?’ or ‘What are those?’.

✰ Write

✰ Trace and write the plural form.

✰ Highlight the plurals.

  1. What are these?  2. What are these?  3. What are those?  4. What are these? 
  5. What are these?  6. What are those?  7. What are those?

  10 turtles  5 giraffes  20 parrots  8 dolphins  40 computers  45 kangaroos  50 octopuses 
  25 clocks  60 elephants

  1. legs  2. bugs  3. dolphins  4. sisters  5.hands  6. notebooks  7. lamps

  1. ten  2. twenty  3. thirty  4. forty  5. fifty  6. sixty

Page 55 ✰ Choose and write.
  1. E - queue  2. C - birds  3. A - windows  4. G - box  5. B - here  6. D - down  7. H - song  8. F - up
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✰ Tick the correct answers and write.

✰ Read and match.

✰ Complete the crossword.

✰ Choose the words from above and write.

✰ Match and write the numbers.

✰ Find and circle.

✰ Unscramble and write.

  1. This is Ted ✓ Ted 
  2. These are animals. ✓ animals   
  3. The students come to the zoo. ✓ the zoo 
  4. The students love the animals. ✓ The students 
  5. They feed the penguins. ✓ feed 
  6. They play with the dolphins! ✓ dolphins 
  7. They ride the elephants. ✓ ride 
  8. The students are very happy. ✓ happy

  1. Ted looks after - the animals.  2. The students come - to zoo. 
  3. The students - love the animals.  4. Ted works - at the zoo. 
  5. The students ride - the elephants.  6. The students feed - the penguins. 
  7. The students play - with the dolphins.

  1. sandcastle  2. swimming  3. beach  4. jump  5. build  6. sunny  7. hey  8. children

  1. beach  2. sandcastle  3. sunny  4. jump  5. swimming

1

2 3

4

5

6

p w x w a n i m a l s
l o v e s t u e w k t
a r z l a h a p p y u
y k s c e x r c o b d
t r z o o f h r i d e
a w e m w e v a m l n
j k m e l e p h a n t
t r b f g d t a w k s

  1. welcome  2. feed  3. animals  4. play  5. work  6. look after
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✰ Look and write the pronouns.

✰ Write ‘is’, ‘am’ or ‘are’.

✰ Read and write in -ing form.

✰ Correct the underlined words.

✰ Color the correct pronouns.

  1. eating - eating  2. fishing - fishing  3. sleeping - sleeping  4. looking - looking 
  5. playing - playing  6. dancing - dancing  7. coming - coming  8. riding - riding 
  9. diving - diving  10. running - running  11. swimming - swimming  12. sitting - sitting

  1. I am a boy.  2. You are a girl.  3. They are hungry.  4. They are at home.  5. We are in the kitchen.

  1. I  2. You  3. We  4. They  5. He  6. She  7. It

  1. I  2. she  3. you  4. it  5. he  6. they  7. It  8. we

  1. am  2. is  3. is  4. is  5. are  6. are  7. are
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✰ Look, choose and rewrite.

✰ Write ‘is’, ‘am’ or ‘are’.

✰ Write sentences in the present continuous.

✰ Write ‘is’, ‘am’ or ‘are’.

  1. They are sailing. They are sailing.   2. She is reading a book. She is reading a book. 
  3. I am fishing. I am fishing.   4. We are running on the beach. We are running on the beach. 
  5. It is eating. It is eating.   6. You are building a sandcastle. You are building a sandcastle. 
  7. He is cooking dinner. He is cooking dinner.

  1. It is flying.  2. She is sleeping.  3. I am coming.  4. You are eating.  5. We are dancing. 
  6. They are playing.  7. He is cooking.

  1. I am fishing. - I am drawing.  2. You are writing. - You are eating. 
  3. We are playing. - We are going.  4. She is standing. - She is sitting. 
  5. He is cooking. - He is jumping.  6. It is running. - It is looking. 
  7. They are dancing. - They are swimming.

  1. am  2. are  3. are  4. are  5. is
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✰ Write in the correct order, and answer the questions.

✰ Write the questions.
  1. Are we swimming?  2. Are we sailing?  3. Are they fishing?  4. Is he diving?  5. Are you eating? 
  6. Is she running?

  1. Is he sleeping? - Yes, he is.  2. Is he running? - No, he isn’t.  3. Are you diving? - No, I am not. 
  4. Is she sleeping? - Yes, she is.  5. Is it swimming? - No, it isn’t  6. Are they singing? - Yes, they are.
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✰ Rewrite the above sentences in the correct order.

✰ Look at the pictures and make sentences. Use the words in the box to help you.

✰ Complete the sentences.

✰ Look and write.

✰ Color and write the correct words.

✰ Look and write.

✰ Look and circle.

✰ Number the picture from 1- 6 in the correct order.

✰ Fill in the missing letters.

  1. Sinbad is a sailor.  2. Sinbad and his friends go to sea.  3. They see an island. 
  4. They start a fire.  5. The island starts to shake.  6. The shout, “This is not an island.”

  1. Sinbad is a sailor.  2. Sinbad has a ship.  3. Sinbad and his friends go to sea. 
  4. They see an island.  5. They start a fire.  6. The island starts to shake. 
  7. “This is a sleeping whale!” They shout.

  1. cookie  2. cake  3. crunchy  4. bake  5. animals  6. farmer  7. baker

  1. 30 cows  2. 20 pigs  3. Mr Bob  4. Miss Jane 
  Mr bob has twenty pigs. His name is Mr Bob. Her name is Miss Jane.

  1. farmer  2. policeman  3. nurse  4. taxi driver  5. teacher  6. doctor  7. postman  8. astronaut 
  9. pilot  10. baker

  1. Hello, Miss Jane! Nice to meet you.  2. Hello, Mr Bob. Nice to meet you, too.  3. What is your job? 
  4. I am a baker.  5. What can you bake?  6. I can bake bread, cookies and cakes!  What is your Job? 
  7. I am a farmer.  8. What animals do you have?  9. I have 20 pigs and 30 cows on the farm.

  1. sailor  2. ship  3. sea  4. island  5. whale

  1. we(sailor)  2. cp(whale)b  3. p(sea)pm  4. wa(fire)c  5. sha(shake)  6. m(shout) 
  7. (island)do  8. (ship)shtr

Sinbad is  
a sailor.

The island  
starts to shake.

They see  
an island.

They shout, "This  
is not an island." They start a fire.

Sinbad and his 
friends go to sea.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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✰ Look and answer the questions.

✰ Look at each picture and color ‘true’ (T) or ‘false’ (F)

✰ Write the numbers.

✰ Look and write.

  1. He is a pilot.  2. She is a doctor.  3. He is a farmer.  4. She is an astronaut.  5. She is a nurse. 
  6. She is a teacher.  7. He is a postman.  8. He is a policeman.

  6 post office   4 bakery   3 bookshop   8 hospital   1 school   2 airport   10 restaurant 
  9 clothes shop   7 supermarket   5 bank

  1. bakery  2. post office  3. hospital  4. airport  5. restaurant

  1. F   2. T   3. T   4. F   5. T   6. F   7. F   8. T   9. T   10. T
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✰ Complete the questions and answers.

✰ Look and write.

✰ Answers the questions.

✰ Look and write.

✰ Match

✰ Choose and write ‘is’ or ‘are’.

✰ Circle and write ‘is’ of ‘are’.

✰ Complete the sentences.

  1. works - zoo  2. works - school  3. works - hospital  4. works - bakery 
  5. works - post office  6. works - cloth shop

  1. Where is – Dad?  2. Where is – your school?  3. Where are – Sam and Ben? 
  4. Where are – the horses?  5. Where is – my computer?  6. Where is – the doctor?

  1. is  2. is  3. are  4. are  5. are

  1. are  2. are  3. is  4. are  5. is  6. are  7. is  8. is

  1. between  2. on  3. in  4. behind  5. in  6. in front of  7. next to  8. between  9. on  10. in front of 
  11. under  12. behind

  1. is in the basket.  2. is on the elephant.  3. are under the table.  4. is in the zoo.  5. are behind Lucy.

  1. on  2. next to  3. next to  4. on  5. behind  6. under

  1. under  2. in front of  3. behind  4. between  5. next to  6. in
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✰ Circle and write.

✰ Match

✰ Circle the correct answers.

✰ Look and write.

✰ Look and tick true (✓) or false (✗).

✰ Circle the correct answers.

✰ Read and color ‘true’ or ‘false’.

✰ Choose and write.

✰ Write 3 facts about Mr Tom and Miss Geeta. Use the words below to help you.

✰ Look and write.

✰ Look and write.

  1. v(car)of  2. mt(taxi)  3. no(motorcycle)  4. (airplane)p  5. (train)he  6. h(bus)orc  7. tra(ship) 
  8. bam(boat)  9. (balloon)d  10. y(bicycle)

  1. b. I am baker.  2. c. I can bake cookies.  3. a. These are dolphins.  4. c. She is a doctor. 
  5. b. She is a teacher.  6. a. He works at the zoo.  7. b. They are under the tree. 
  8. a. He works at the airport.

  Mr Tom : 1. He is a baker.  2. He has a bakery.  3. He rides a bicycle. 
  Miss Geeta : 1. Her bakery is next to the bookshop.  2. She has a new bakery. 
                3. She is a baker.  4. She can bake an apple pie.

  1. My name is Sam. I wake up at six o’clock. I take a shower at half past six. 
  I have breakfast at seven o’clock. 
  2. Every Sunday, I go to the park with my dog. I play with Buddy and have a picnic in the park. 
  Buddy likes walking and swimming.

  1. b. baker  2. c. next to  3. a. baker  4. b. next to the bookshop  5. c. bicycle 
  6. a. an apple pie  7. c. muffins

  1. false  2. true  3. false  4. true  5. true  6. true

  1. delicious  2. town  3. best  4. apple pie  5. bicycle  6. muffin  7. contest  8. bakery

  1. ✓   2. ✓   3. ✗   4. ✗   5. ✗   6. ✓   7. ✗   8. ✓

  1. bus  2. ship  3. balloon  4. motorcycle  5. boat  6. bicycle

  1. airplane  2. bicycle  3. taxi  4. train

  1. B   2. G   3. A   4. C   5. D   6. H   7. F   8. E



Page 92

Page 94

✰ Match and write.

✰ Choose and write.

✰ Match and write.

✰ Fill and write.

  1. take - a shower  2. watch - TV  3. wake - up  4. do - homework  5. go to - the park 
  6. have - breakfast

  1. o’clock  2. quarter past  3. quarter to  4. half past  5. twenty past  6. ten to

  1. wake up  2. breakfast  3. watch  4. homework  5. shower  6. picnic

  1. 6:00 - I wake up at six o’clock.  2. 9:10 - I go to sleep at ten past nine. 
  3. 10:45 - I go out at quarter to eleven.  4. 6:50 - I eat breakfast at ten to seven. 
  5. 11:30 - I go swimming at half past eleven.

Page 95

Page 96

Page 97

Page 98

Page 99

✰ Look and write.

✰ Look at the picture and write.

✰ Look and write.

✰ Write A to I in the 

✰ Look at Ann‘s timetable and write the sentences. Use the pattern ‘Ann has ___ at 
___’.

  1. It is five o’clock.  2. What time is it?  3. It is eight o’clock.  4. What time is it? 
  5. It is twenty-five to five.  6. It is quarter to twelve o’clock.

  1. Ann has an art class at eight o’clock.  2. Ann has a math class at twenty to nine. 
  3. Ann has a music class at twenty past nine.  4. Ann has a morning break at half past ten. 
  5. Ann has an English class at quarter past eleven.  6. Ann as a lunch break at ten to twelve.

  I like : 1. basketball  2. badminton  3. chess  4. swimming  5. football  6. music 
  I don’t like : 1. tennis  2. cooking  3. volleyball  4. painting  5. camping  6. drama

  1. drama  2. shopping  3. football  4. painting  5. swimming  6. cooking  7. camping 
  8. basketball  9. badminton  10. crafts  11. music  12. chess  13. tennis  14. volleyball

  1. D   2. B   3. A   4. F   5. E   6. G   7. C   8. I   9. H

Page 100 ✰ Write the negative sentences. Use ‘don’t’ or ‘doesn’t.
  1. don’t  2. don’t  3. doesn’t  4. doesn’t  5. don’t  6. don’t  7. don’t  8. doesn’t  9. doesn’t  10. don’t 
  11. don’t  12. don’t



Page 101

Page 102

Page 103

Page 104

Page 105

Page 106

✰ Choose and write.

✰ Match.

✰ Look, spell and write.

✰ Choose and write.

✰ Write your own letter to a friend.

✰ Look and write.

✰ Read and tick ✓ or ✗.

✰ Choose and write.

  1. chess  2. tennis  3. football  4. swimming  5. painting  6. music  7. cooking  8. camping

  1. It is very cold today.  2. It is hot and sunny.  3. It is stormy.  4. It is cloudy.  5. It is cold and windy.

  1. summer  2. sandwich  3. mess  4. camp  5. kitchen  6. drama  7. salad  8. fruit

  1. It is stormy.  2. It is cold.  3. It is windy.  4. It is sunny.  5. IT is rainy.

  1. at the summer camp  2. at seven o’clock  3. at half past eight  4. in the afternoon 
  5. in the kitchen6. swimming  7. sandwiches, salads and fruit  8. wake up

  1. ✓  2. ✓  3. ✗  4. ✗  5. ✓  6. ✓

  Dear ________.(ชื่อของเพื่อน) 
     How are you? This week I am in house with my dad, my mom and my sister. We have a house by  
  the sea. 
     I wake up at seven o’clock every morning. We eat fish, rice and soup. The food is delicious. 
     In the afternoon, we go to the beach. We like to swim and play volleyball. My dad likes to sleep in a  
  beach chair. My mom likes to go diving and see the dolphins. 
     We like the beach very much! 
                          Love, 
                         ______________(ใส่ชื่อของนักเรียน)

-------------------------tree

-------------------------

-----------------------------------------

-------------------

--------------------------------

-------------------

-------------------

--------------------bakeryChristmas

Cupcakes

Car Ben

Lisa CakePresent

----------------------Bread



Page 107 ✰ Look and match.

✰ Match.
  1. I’m going to the – bakery.  2. New Year’s Day is – coming. 
  3. Let’s buy – a present for Miss May.  4. Let’s buy a – box of chocolates. 
  5. Happy – New Year!

  1. C   2. B   3. D   4. H   5. G   6. A   7. E   8. I   9. J   10. F

Page 108

Page 109

Page 110

Page 111

✰ Ann and Tom meet on the bus. Write the missing words.

✰ The students have a New Year party. Choose and write.

✰ Write the missing letters.

✰ Look and write.

✰ Match.

  1. you  2. Ann  3. supermarket , come  4. fruit  5. present  6. she  7. eat  8. chocolate cake.

  1. Today is Christmas Day.  2. Today is Valentine’s Day.  3. Today is New Year’s Day. 
  4. Today is Chinese New Year Day.  5. Today is Loy Kratong Day.  6. Today is Songkran Day.

  1. Christmas  2. Valentine Day  3. New Year’s Day  4. Chinese New Year   5. Songkran Day 
  6. Loy Kratong

  1. A   2. F   3. D   4. B   5. E   6. C

     Today is New Year’s Day. The students are very happy. They bring food and presents to class.  
  They play games and sing new year song. 
     Lisa says, “Let’s put the presents under the Christmas tree.” 
     At ten o’clock, Miss May comes into class. The students say, “Happy New Year, Miss May! 
  We have a presents for you.”

Page 112

Page 113

✰ Unscramble and write.

✰ Color and complete the sentences.

✰ Sue is at the clothes shop. Complete the sentences.
  1. I want to buy a sweater.  2. I want to buy a pair of pants.   3. I want to buy a pair of shorts. 
  4. I want to buy a pair of socks.   5. I want to buy a pair of gloves.

  1. Lisa likes the yellow blouse.  2. Lisa likes the gray sweater.  3. Lisa likes the blue hat. 
  4. Lisa likes the purple dress.  5. Lisa likes the pink shorts.  6. Ben likes the red gloves. 
  7. Ben likes the green T-shirt.  8. Ben likes the orange socks.  9. Ben likes the red pants. 
  10. Ben likes the brown belt.

  1. skirt - This is a skirt.  2. shirt - This is a shirt.  3. sweater - This is a sweater. 
  4. blouse - This is a blouse.  5. dress - This is a dress.  6. belt - This is a belt.



Page 114

Page 116

Page 116

Page 117

Page 118

Page 119

Page 120

✰ Read page 146 in your Student’s Book and complete the sentences.

✰ Rewrite the sentences.

✰ Look and write the questions.

✰ Look, read and tick ✓ the answers.

✰ Match.

✰ Read the story and circle the correct answers.

✰ Find, circle and color the picture.

✰ Match.

✰ Tick ✓ or ✗.

✰ Write your own sentences.

  1. Can he play the piano?  2. Can she climb the tree?  3. Can you ride a bicycle? 
  4. Can they play tennis?

  1. ✓ Yes, she can.  2. ✓ Yes, I can.  3. ✓ No, she can’t.  4. ✓ Yes, they can.  5. ✓ No, he can’t. 
  6. ✓ Yes, I can.  7. ✓ Yes, they can.  8. ✓ No, he can’t.

  1. Can he fly?  2. Can they dance?  3. Can she play football?  4. Can you speak English? 
  5. Can you swim?  6. Can she paint?

  1. My mother can sing.  2. My brother can climb the tree.  3. I can eat pizza. 
  4. I can ride a bicycle.  5. My friend can dance.  6. My dog can swim.

  1. ✗  2. ✗  3. ✓  4. ✓  5. ✗  6. ✓  7. ✓

  1. Christmas  2. Christmas tree  3. Santa  4. door  5. big green bag  6. bread

  1. a big green bag  2. Christmas tree  3. open the door  4. a knock on the door 
  5. Ben, Tony and Miss May  6. Santa Claus

  1. Ling , blue  2. Lee , green  3. Tony , Red  4. Kim , brown  5. Tran , blue  6. Geeta , orange.

  1. She can play the piano.  2. You can sing a song.  3. He can play tennis.  4. I can ride a bicycle. 
  5. It can climb the tree.  6. They can play football.

p b a r h b b
u e t r e e p
t a o p a a r
u r m b r u e
p d o c k t s
v r r w l i e
b b r a u f n
k n o c k u t
z k w o w l w


